We give here an approach to the angular momentum reduction that is tailored to be appropriate for the multichannel structure of the threebody problem. Where ever possible we work directly with the physical scattering amplitudes.
INTRODUCTION
We present a new angular momentum analysis of Faddeev's' three-body equations. This study is tailored to be appropriate for the multichannel scattering aspects of the three-body problem.
The underlying philosophy of our approach is to always work directly with the various observable three-body amplitudes.
Our aim is to obtain simple and physically transparent angular momentum representations for these observable amplitudes.
The physical problem assumed in Faddeev's work is that of three spinless nonrelativistic particles interacting via potentials.
In the following analysis we shall restrict this problem by adding two further assumptions. First, we assume that the pairwise two-body potentials are spherically symmetric. Secondly, we assume that each two-body channel has only one bound state, which is an s-wave state. However, our general method is not limited to the case where the above restrictions apply. We have assumed spherical symmetry because this condition is both necessary and sufficient for the conservation of angular momentum. The second additional assumption, of s-wave two-body bound states, is chosen primarily in order to simplify the presentation of our results.
Let us now pose in a detailed manner the problem we will solve. To understand the difficulties of an angular momentum analysis in the scattering region we recount the salient features of Faddeev's treatment. The Green's function appearing here, GO(z), is the resolvent for the free Hamiltonian, HO. The operator, Ta(z), is the two-body t-matrix realized in the three-body Hilbert space and is determined by its kernel representation,
In this expression the,-i;o! , is the individual particle momentum of particle (Y in the three-particle center of mass system. The momentum, 4,, is the relative momentum of the constituents of the cluster /3r i.e., <a = (m T -m T )/(m +m YP Pr P Y ).
These momenta Ea, -;;a! are the conjugates to the coordinate-space Jacobi variables. (See the appendix of Ref. 4 for a detailed account of these coordinates.)
The kernel ta! is the off-shell two-body transition amplitude with an energy argument z -Tt /2nQ!. The factorTi /2nQ! is the kinetic energy of the relative motion of the particle CY and the cluster Pr, and na! = rna(rn fm )/(m,+m
is the appropriate reduced mass.
A central feature in Faddeev's method is to describe the amplitudes, M QP' in terms of a primary pole decomposition. The t-matrices, To,(z), in Eq. This cross-section is for the physical process where particle p is incident with momentumT" onto the cluster cry and the final state is characterized by the P cluster & and the free particle (Y. The momentum available to o, p,, in the final state is just
The spatial coordinate, ;;o! , in our formula is the vector separation of the position of the center-of-mass of the /3r cluster and the position of particle a!. The variable E denotes the total three-body energy available for this scattering.
If we examine breakup scattering, then a linear combination of % Q!P and $8 determine the breakup cross section. Define LX to be QP w Then the cross section for scattering from the incident channel p with momentum and,
The variables xP, iP, qP are five independent variables which completely specify the final state. The spatial separation of CI and y is given by 7 andz is the P' P internal momentum of the pair cry. Once qP is given then pi represents the momentum that energy conservation permits particle p to have.
The cross section formula (1.7), (1.9) and (1.10) indicate that the functions se @ and 9 @ may be thought of as physical observables in the three-body problem, This point is reinforced when one examines the multichannel S matrices. 
AN EULER ANGLE REDUCTION
The fundamental structure of any angular momentum reduction of a physical problem stems from the commutators of the angular momentum operators with the Hamiltonians which define the problem. It is assumed in the Introduction that the two-body potentials, vQ , are such that they commute with the a! -channel -8-two -body angular momentum operator Ta = ya x-;;Q! -namely [% , "~11 = 0. If we let Z-a =Ta XFa, be the angular momentum of particle Q relative to the cluster by then the total angular momentum operator can be written as ?= xQ +r , cl! (a! = 1,2,3).
Since the three-body pair wise potential, Va!, is v,,GpJ = va(Q (2-l) it follows from the above definitions that For the right-hand set of variables we arrange our definitions so that 2 has the simple description. So, we define P
where k is the unit vector pointing in the z direction of a spatially fixed coordinate system. Likewise takes place when we r (s'2 + 2;" -z)-l dp" (si2 + s" _ z)-l dp" index, This in turn means that dM o!p;h A' will be M independent. We have o! P accordingly simplified our notation for Eq. (2.22) 0 This M independence is due to the rotational invariance of the entire three-body problem.
-15-We note in conclusion of this section that our equations (2.22) in the Jm basis have transformed the six-dimensional momentum space integral equations into coupled integral equations in 3 continuous variables.
In the next section we will further simplify these equations so that they are reduced to integral equations in 2 continuous variables.
TWO VABIABLE EQUATIONS
In this section we study several inter-related problems.
We first introduce a set of basis functions which permit a reduction of our integral equations to two variables. In this basis set we investigate the behavior of the primary pole representation (1.4) 0 From this we can extract definitions of the partial-wave forms of X a!p and +X' w We then can obtain the integral equations that these forms satisfy.
We now consider the appropriate basis of functions for a two variable reduction.
If one substitutes one form of (2.22) into the other and uses the representation In this formula the vectorsFa,Tl and 3 3 are given in terms of (2.4) and P' P (2.5) ., In writing the argument of Q we have used the fact that knowledge of act! aY ya YY J dyp; pr A". Q' A' P" y y, p p( y41; ; p;39;3; 4 dp" (3.5) This is a coupled two-variable integral equation for &'. By using, dP" = p;' dp; q$'" dq; Y Y' P P ' s z) pl;dp"g;l,dg;: (3.7)
-19-The term occurring in the kernel of (3.7) is purely a universal kinematic factor common to all three-body scattering problems. Such a factor is endemic to all the angular momentum reductions in the literature. 8
As far as obtaining a two-variable integral equation is concerned Eq. (3.7)
provides the desired form. However, as emphasized in the Introduction, (3.7) has several drawbacks. First, it contains the primary-pole structure implicitly; nor, it is an equation for observable multichannel amplitudes.
We proceed now to develop such physical integral equations. The first step is to analyze the JM primary-pole decomposition when represented in the Q1 h basis. This will o!o! give us the definitions of the partial-wave observable amplitudes.
Once we have these amplitudes it is a simple matter to obtain the integral equation they satisfy.
Let us take an integral of the primary-pole decomposition for M cup, Eqo (1. As with our other amplitudes, the breakup amplitudes will be M independent.
We would like to find the geometrical invariance LX up (sa7&;T3) will possess as a consequence of this independence. Using Eq. In solving these equations one must employ Eq. (3.15) to insert 2[J and @P $2 J ~!p. Q h on the right hand sides of (3.19) and (3.20) . These equations will 'ck!o! share nice mathematical properties of their momentum-space analogs, Eq.
(1.13). These essential properties are that "e,B, $?&; Q h are singularity free Holder continuous functions. Although, we have not przvtd it, we think it is clear that the operator associated with the kernel of (3.19) and (3.20) will be compact in an appropriate reduced Banach space, so that these equations will then have unique solutions, Finally, these equations should be attractive to physicists since the unknown functions ZJ w' and n 2 q% Q& are observable partial-wave amplitudes.
-24-Our description of these equations will be complete when we have given formulae for the driving terms. These terms are computed just by taking matrix elements of (1.15) and (1.16) with respect to the correct angular functions . We shall just quote the result of these straight forward evaluations, Earlier in this section we have studied the properties of our amplitudes that stem from the rotational invarience inherent in this problem. We would like to consider here the invarience properties associated with parity and time reversal.
Let us consider parity first.
We shall denote by 9 the parity operator, The parity operator effects the transformation zQ --<o ; yo --Ta and c --?;a ; y -. This is useful in deriving the off-shell unitarity relation LX afl satisfy.
-28-
WAVE FUNCTIONS,CROSS SECTIONS AND PHASE SHIFTS
Throughout this paper we have repeatedly stressed that jrip J w and .9ZJ W; $ha possess interpretations as observable partial-wave amplitudes.
In this section we give the various representations which support this view. We obtain explicit forms for the asymptotic behavior of the coordinate-space wave functions, written in our partial-wave form. We also give the formulae for the various partial-wave cross sections, find the related form of the optical theorem, and obtain a phase-shift parametrization of the observable amplitudes.
We consider the wave-function properties first. In Ref. (4) it is proved that the form the exact wave function, JI(+)(ya, Ta;p'p), has in the limit
where p', is defined by (1,8) , the coordinates za, ya are defined in Section 1, and E is the incident scattering energy. ~,6~ is the unit-normalized bound state of the Hamiltonian qE/2pru + va! 0 The terms on the right are the leading terms in lxlyl -1 and higher order terms are omitted.
The partial-wave version of Eq. (4.1) is given by substituting expansion Now let us discuss the breakup asymptotic limit. As explained in Ref, (4) the contribution of the exact wave function to the breakup is given by the limit lst,l -co, I;;', I -= with the condition that I? 117 1-l P P remain constant. The P P leading contribution in this limit is,
where ."Aoa is given by (1.11) 0 The invariant metric, F, is defined as
(40 3) (4.4) In this case we want to take matrix elements of Eq. (4.3) with respect to 5 JNIh (R P p ) and Y JM(pb) 0 We note that in order to carry out the evaluation of this inner product that all the terms X @ appearing in 578 OP must be expressed in the same coordinate system. Here we have selected the coordinate system -3o-with unrotated 5 oriented along z to be the common coordinate system. Our P Euler angle representation of LX 0 is where,
To obtain the representation in the R P basis for all Q! we use Ra! = R R (8 PY alp ) and the group property of the CZ functions.
We may now substitute Eq. (4.7) into (4.3) and form the inner product with respect to GJ* (R ) and YJM($). We obtain, 9 @ *J--~~~J~~~s yps rp' P~J -4(2njl/3 .3/z p3/2 E3/4 e1 E ' P \x,I -03
The physical meaning of our integration over R P is to average over all orientations of the plane formed by rl,F2,c3 with a weigthing factor GJ mB"
After this -31-average is performed then the only independent coordinate variables left in the mixed representation above are the distances x , y and I' PP P -the angle between -x and7 P P" We note the term in the first curly brackets, which in this breakup limit represents the radiation condition, is independent of all our integration variables.
If we want to display the dependence on the F's we can introduce (4.6) into the right-hand side of (4.9) 0
We shall now consider the various partial-wave cross sections that exist in this problem. Let us take up the elastic and rearrangement cross sections Let us compute the second term on the right of (4.18). Using the expansion (3.14) we find at once that the term is -2i7f E;j+iO)6(p?j2-x2-y E' ) XJ (p" , p' ; E' + i0) py2dp: P YPY P P (4.20)
Finally we must evaluate the first term on the right of (4.18). Analogous to S3~~iA p OJPY (p" p"p"; pa;E;3tiO) 6 &C&E' P YP J Bop; A P (P; , P;, P;; I$; E& + i0) pbl, dp21, pi dp; ~1; dp; = -2ni 2 J Bop;h P (P;, pi;, PI;; P;; E;3 + i0) I p; dp; p;; dp;; p; dp;
Y' P' P I 6(p7j2 -x ; -E;) p;' dp; (40 24)
To obtain the optical theorem we substitute the partial-wave cross sections (4.12) and (4.17) into (4,24) and perform the indicated integrations.
We obtain, F Im xJ (p' ; p' ; E' ) = PP P P P (P"; P&) dp" 
Because of the presence of the energy conserving &-functions the partial-wave S-matrix forms (4.33) and (4,34) are not suited for a phase-shift representation.
We therefore factor out these 6-functions and define an appropriate reduced Equating coefficients of the 6-function gives 1 = 2 s$(P;' 2 y=l I 1 I $$P;, P;, P;; P;' 2 P; p; dp; dp;:
In the first term on the right we indicate just one momentum argument for sJ YP' We have used the on-shell energy condition<f y = (gfi2 -x i + x 2$1'2 to eliminate the pb dependence. The second term on the right may be expressed in terms of the breakup cross section. Using (4.17) one has for this last term 
